At Junior Certificate level the student can:

Read and write Irish in specified situations

Learning Targets - This has been demonstrated by your ability to:

1. Focus on pictures for key information required.
2. Study poster/advertisement focusing on bold print.
3. Recognise key question words.
4. Read and understand a poem and using knowledge gained answer questions.
5. Find specific information from prose extracts.
6. Correctly identify and use the layout of postcard and letter.
7. Correctly address an envelope.
8. Write an informal letter following given guidelines.
9. Write a postcard drawing from text and pictures given.
10. Write an invitation using text and pictures given.
11. Write an acceptance to an invitation using information given.
12. Write a note drawing on pictures and text given.
13. Compose a short paragraph on specific topics.
15. Read over and critically reflect on work done.